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Abstract In this paper, we investigate the Higgs Triplet
Model with hypercharge YΔ = 0 (HTM0), an extension of
the Standard model, caracterized by a more involved scalar
spectrum consisting of two CP even Higgs h0, H0 and two
charged Higgs bosons H±. We first show that the parameter
space of HTM0, usually delimited by combined constraints
originating from unitarity and BFB as well as experimen-
tal limits from LEP and LHC, is severely reduced when the
modified Veltman conditions at one loop are also imposed.
Then, we perform an rigorous analysis of Higgs decays either
when h0 is the SM-like or when the heaviest neutral Higgs
H0 is identified to the observed 125 GeV Higgs boson at
LHC. In these scenarios, we perform an extensive param-
eter scan, in the lower part of the scalar mass spectrum,
with a particular focus on the Higgs to Higgs decay modes
H0 → h0h0, H± H∓ leading predominantly to invisible
Higgs decays. Finally, we also study the scenario where
h0, H0 are mass degenerate. We thus find that consistency
with LHC signal strengths favours a light charged Higgs
with a mass about 176–178 GeV. Our analysis shows that
the diphoton Higgs decay mode and H → Zγ are not
always positively correlated as claimed in a previous study.
Anti-correlation is rather seen in the scenario where h is SM
like, while correlation is sensitive to the sign of the poten-
tial parameter λ when H is identified to 125 GeV observed
Higgs.

1 Introduction

Without a doubt, the neutral scalar boson discovered by
ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
corresponds to the Higgs boson. All data collected at 7 and 8
TeV support the existence of Higgs signal with a mass around
125 GeV with standard model (SM) like properties. More-
over, the deviation in γ γ channel for the gluon and vector
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boson fusion productions, the Higgs production and decays
into WW* and Z Z* are all consistent with SM predictions,
as can be seen from LHC run II measurements at 13 TeV
[3–6].

Similarly to our previous phenomenological analysis in
the type II seesaw model [7–11] we focus in this work on
the Higgs Triplet Model with hypercharge YΔ = 0, hereafter
referred to as HTM0. The main motivation of the HTM0 is
related to the mysterious nature of dark matter (DM) and
dark energy, which may signal new physics beyond the SM
[12–18]. Although a recent analysis of the HTM0 has been
done in [19], we revisit this model in light of new data at
LHC run II, with the aim to improve the previous analysis
of the Higgs decays which suffered from some inconsisten-
cies that produced inappropriate results for the correlation
between Higgs to diphoton decay and Higgs to photon and a
Z boson. Furthermore, our work will investigate the natural-
ness problem in HTM0. We will show how the new degrees
of freedom in the HTM0 spectrum can soften the quadratic
divergencies and how the Veltman conditions are modified
accordingly (VC) [20–25]. As a consequence, we will see that
the parameter space of our model is severely constrained by
the modified Veltman conditions.

This paper is organised as following. In Sect. 2, we briefly
review the main features of HTM0, and present the full set
of constraints on the parameters of the Higgs potential. Sec-
tion 3 is devoted to the derivation of the modified VC’s in
HTM0. The Higgs sector is discussed in greater detail in
Sect. 4 where either h0 or H0 are identified to the SM-like
Higgs, and at last we focus on the scenario of their mass
degeneracy where both Higgses mimic the observed ∼ 125
GeV. A full set of constraints were taken into account in
the various analyses, including theoretical (BFB, unitarity)
as well as the experimental ones, and scrutinised via Higgs-
Bounds v4.2.1 [26] which we use to check agreement with
all 2σ exclusion limits from LEP, Tevatron and LHC Higgs
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searches. Our conclusion is drawn in Sect. 5, while some
technical details are postponed into appendices.

2 Review of the HTM0 model

2.1 Lagrangian and Higgs masses

The Higgs triplet model with hypercharge YΔ = 0 can be
implemented in the Standard Model by adding a colourless
scalar field Δ transforming as a triplet under the SU (2)L
gauge group with hypercharge YΔ = 0. The most gen-
eral gauge invariant and renormalisable SU (2)L × U (1)Y
Lagrangian of the scalar sector is given by,

L = (DμH)†(DμH) + Tr(DμΔ)†(DμΔ)

−V (H,Δ) + LYukawa (1)

where the covariant derivatives are defined by,

DμH = ∂μH + igT aWa
μH + i

g′

2
BμH (2)

DμΔ = ∂μΔ + ig[T aWa
μ,Δ]. (3)

(Wa
μ, g), and (Bμ, g′) are respectively the SU (2)L andU (1)Y

gauge fields and couplings and T a ≡ σ a/2, where σ a (a =
1, 2, 3) denote the Pauli matrices. The potential V (H,Δ) can
be expressed as [13],

V (H,Δ) = −m2
H H†H + λ

4
(H†H)2 − M2

ΔTr(Δ
†Δ) + μ H†ΔH

+ λ1(H
†H)Tr(Δ†Δ) + λ2(TrΔ

†Δ)2 + λ3Tr(Δ
†Δ)2

+ λ4H
†Δ†ΔH (4)

where Tr is the trace over 2 × 2 matrices. Last, LYukawa

contains all the Yukawa sector of the SM plus an extra
Yukawa term that leads after spontaneous symmetry breaking
to (Majorana) mass terms for the neutrinos, without requiring
right-handed neutrino states.

Defining the electric charge as usual, Q = I3 + Y
2 where

I denotes the isospin, we write the two Higgs multiplets in
components as:

Δ = 1
2

(
δ0

√
2δ+√

2δ− −δ0

)
and H =

(
φ+
φ0

)
(5)

with

φ0 = 1√
2
(vd + h1 + i z1) and δ0 = vt + h2 (6)

For later convenience, the vacuum expectation values vd and
vt are supposed positive values.

Assuming that spontaneous electroweak symmetry break-
ing (EWSB) is taking place at some electrically neutral point
in the field space, and denoting the corresponding VEVs by

〈Δ〉 = 1
2

(
vt 0
0 −vt

)
and 〈H〉 =

(
0

vd/
√

2

)
(7)

one finds, after minimisation of the potential Eq. (4), the
following necessary conditions:

M2
Δ = λa

2
v2
d − μv2

d

4vt
+ λbv

2
t (8)

m2
H = λ

4
v2
d − μvt

2
+ λa

2
v2
t (9)

where λa = λ1 + λ4
2 and λb = λ2 + λ3

2 .
The 7 × 7 squared mass matrix,

M2 = 1

2

∂2V

∂η2
i

|Δ=〈Δ〉,H=〈H〉 (10)

can be cast, thanks to Eqs. (8, 9), into a block diagonal
form of three 2 × 2 matrices, denoted in the following by
M2±,M2

CPeven
, and one odd eigenstate corresponding to the

neutral Goldstone boson G0. The mass-matrix for singly
charged field given by,

M2± = μ

(
vt vd/2

vd/2 v2
d/4vt

)

is diagonalised by a 2 × 2 rotation matrix Rθ± , where θ±
is a rotation angle. Among the two eigenvalues of M2±, one
is equal to zero indentifying the charged Goldstone boson
G±, while the other one corresponds to the mass of singly
charged Higgs bosons H± given by,

m2
H± = (v2

d + 4v2
t )

4vt
μ (11)

The mass-eigenstate H± and G± are rotated from the
Lagrangian fields φ±, δ± as follows:

G± = + cos θ±φ± + sin θ±δ± (12)

H± = − sin θ±φ± + cos θ±δ± (13)

Diagonalization of M2± leads to the following relations
involving the rotation angle θ±:

μ
v2
d

4vt
= cos2 θ±M2

H± (14)

μvd

2
= − sin 2θ±

2
M2

H± (15)

μvt = sin2 θ±M2
H± (16)

since the Goldstone boson G± is massless. These three equa-
tions have a unique solution for sin θ± and cos θ± up to a
global sign ambiguity. Indeed, Eq. (14) implies μ > 0 in
order to forbid tachyonic H± state, since our convention
uses vt > 0. Hence, from Eq. (15), sin θ± and cos θ± should
have different signs; one gets:

cos θ± = ε
vd√

v2
d + 4v2

t

, sin θ± = −ε
2vt√

v2
d + 4v2

t

(17)

with a sign freedom ε = ±1, which leads to negative tan θ±.
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As to the neutral scalar, its mass matrix reads:

M2
CPeven

=
(
A B
B C

)
(18)

where

A = λ

2
v2
d , B = vd

[ − μ + 2λa vt
]

2
√

2
, C = μv2

d + 8λb v3
t

8vt

(19)

This symmetric matrix is also diagonalised by a 2×2 rotation
matrix Rα ,
where α denotes the rotation angle in the CPeven sector.

After diagonalization of M2
CPeven

, one gets two massive

even-parity physical states h0 and H0 defined by,

h0 = +cα h1 + sα h2 (20)

H0 = −sα h1 + cα h2 (21)

Their masses are given by the eigenvalues of M2
CPeven

:

m2
h0 = 1

2

[
A + C −

√
(A − C)2 + 4B2

]
(22)

m2
H0 = 1

2

[
A + C +

√
(A − C)2 + 4B2

]
(23)

so that mH0 > mh0 . Note that the lighter state h0 is not
necessarily the lightest of the Higgs sector. Furthermore, the
only odd eigenstate leads to one massless Goldstone boson
G0 defined by G0 = z1.

Once we know the above eigenmasses for the CPeven , one
can determine the rotation angle α which controls the field
content of the physical states. One has:

C = s2
αm

2
h0 + c2

αm
2
H0 (24)

B = sin 2α

2
(m2

h0 − m2
H0) (25)

A = c2
αm

2
h0 + s2

αm
2
H0 (26)

Both Eq. (24) and Eq. (26) should be equivalent upon use
of s2

α + c2
α = 1 and Eqs. (22, 23). Furthermore, sα, cα also

do not have definite signs, depending on the sign of B. The
relative sign between sα and cα depends on the values of μ

as can be seen from Eqs. (19, 25). While they will have the
same sign and tan α > 0 for most of the allowed μ and λ1, λ4

ranges, there will be a small but interesting domain of small
μ values and tan α < 0.

Finally, from Eqs. (24–26), it is easy to express α in terms
of A, B and C Eq. (19) via:

sin 2α = 2B√
(A − C)2 + 4B2

and

cos 2α = A − C√
(A − C)2 + 4B2

(27)

2.2 Constraints in the HTM0

The full experimental validation of the HTM0 would require
not only evidence for the neutral and charged Higgs states but
also the experimental values for the various field couplings in
the gauge and matter sectors of the model. Crucial tests would
then be driven by the predicted correlations among these
measurable quantities. For instance, the μ and λ’s parameters
can be easily expressed in terms of the physical Higgs masses
and the mixing angle α as well as the VEV’s vd , vt , using
equations (11), (24–26). One finds

λa = 1

vtvd

{√
2sαcα(m2

h0 − m2
H0) + 2vtvd

v2
d + 4v2

t
m2

H±

}
(28)

λb = 1

v2
t

{
s2
αm

2
h0 + c2

αm
2
H0 − v2

d

2(v2
d + 4v2

t )
m2

H±

}
(29)

λ = 2

v2
d

{c2
αm

2
h0 + s2

αm
2
H0} (30)

μ = 4vt

v2
d + 4v2

t
m2

H± (31)

The remaining two Lagrangian parameters m2
H and M2

Δ are
then related to the physical parameters through the EWSB
conditions Eqs. (8, 9).

In the Standard Model the custodial symmetry ensures

that the ρ parameter, ρ ≡ M2
W

M2
Z cos2 θW

, is 1 at tree level. In

the HTM0, it is clear that δ0 don’t contribute to the Z boson
mass, and one obtains the Z and W gauge boson masses
readily from Eq. (7) and the kinetic terms in Eq. (1) as

M2
Z = (g2 + g′2)v2

d

4
= g2v2

d

4c2
w

(32)

M2
W = g2(v2

d + 4v2
t )

4
(33)

Hence the modified form of the ρ parameter is ρ = v2
d+4v2

t

v2
d

.

Since we are interested in the limit vt 
 vd , we rewrite

ρ = 1 + 4
v2
t

v2
d

= 1 + δρ (34)

with δρ = 4 v2
t

v2
d

> 0 and
√

v2
d + 4v2

t = 246 GeV.

From a global fit to EWPO one obtains the 1σ result [27],

ρ0 = 1.0004+0.0003
−0.0004 (35)

Consequently, in what follows, we adopt the bound

(2vt

vd

)2 � 0.0006 or equivalently vt � 3 GeV (36)

The positivity requirement in the singly charged sector,
Eq. (11), along with our phase convention vt > 0, lead only to
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positive values of μ. The tachyonless condition in the CPeven

sector, Eqs. (22, 23), is somewhat more involved and reads:

μv2
d + 4λv2

dvt + 8 λb v3
t > 0 (37)

−2μ2vt + μ(λv2
d + 8 λa v2

t ) + 8(λλb − λ2
a)v

3
t > 0 (38)

The first equation is actually always satisfied thanks to the
positivity of μ and the boundedness from below conditions
for the potential. The second equation, quadratic in μ, will
lead to new constraints on μ in the form of an allowed range

μ− < μ < μ+ (39)

The full expressions of μ± are given by

μ± =
8 λa v2

t + λv2
d ±

√
16 λλav

2
dv

2
t + 64 λλbv

4
t + λ2v4

d

4vt
(40)

Let us discuss their behaviours in the favoured regime vt 

vd . In this case one finds a vanishingly small μ− given by

μ− = (λ2
a − λλb)

8

λ

v3
t

v2
d

+ O(v4
t ) (41)

and a large μ+ given by

μ+ = λ

2

v2
d

vt
+ 4 λa vt + O(v2

t ). (42)

Depending on the signs and magnitudes of the λ’s, lower
bound μ > 0 (positivity of Eq. (11)) or μ− will overwhelm
the others. Moreover, these no-tachyon bounds will have
eventually to be amended by taking into account the existing
experimental exclusion limits. This is straightforward for the
charged Higgs boson H±, thus we define for later reference:

μmin = 4 vt

v2
d + 4v2

t
(m2

H±)exp (43)

where (mH±)exp denotes the experimental lower exclusion
limit for the charged Higgs boson mass. So μ must be larger
than μmin in order for the mass to satisfy this exclusion limit.

Upon use of Eqs. (7, 8, 9) in Eq. ( 4) one readily finds
that the value of the potential at the electroweak minimum,
〈V 〉EWSB, is given by:

〈V 〉EWSB = − 1

16
(λv4

d +4 λb v4
t +2 v2

dvt (2 λa vt −μ)) (44)

Since the potential vanishes at the gauge invariant origin
of the field space, VH=0,Δ=0 = 0, then spontaneous elec-
troweak symmetry breaking would be energetically dis-
favoured if 〈V 〉EWSB > 0. One can thus require as a first
approximation the naive bound on μ

μ < μmax ≡ λ

2

v2
d

vt
+ 2 λavt + O(v2

t ) (45)

The phenomenological analysis in section 4 is performed
in the parameter space scanned by the potential parameters
obeying the usual theoretical constraints, namely perturba-
tive unitarity and boundedness form below (BFB). No need
to mention that only the scan points that pass all these con-
straints are considered in our plots.

BFB:
To derive the BFB constraints, we usually consider that the
scalar potential, at large field values, is generically dominated
by its quartic part:

V (4)(H,Δ) = λ(H†H)2/4 + λ1(H
†H)Tr(Δ†Δ)

+λ2(TrΔ
†Δ)2 + λ3Tr(Δ

†Δ)2 + λ4H
†Δ†ΔH

(46)

In this context, it is common to pick up specific field direc-
tions or to put some of the couplings to zero. To proceed to
the most general case, we adopt the same parameterisation as
in [9], where in our model the ξ and ζ parameters are found
to be,

ξ = 1

2
and ζ = 1

2
(47)

The boundedness from below is then equivalent to requiring
V (4) > 0 for all directions. As a result, the following set of
conditions is derived:

λ ≥ 0 & λb ≥ 0 (48)

& λa + √
λλb ≥ 0 (49)

Unitarity [28]:
As for unitarity constraints, they are given by,

|λa | ≤ κπ (50)

|λ| ≤ 2κπ (51)

|λb| ≤ κ

2
π (52)

|3λ + 10λb ±
√

(3λ − 10λb)2 + 48λ2
a | ≤ 4κπ (53)

The details of their derivation are presented in Appendix
A. Note that the parameter κ is fixed to the value values
κ = 8, since the unitarity formula |Re(a0)| ≤ 1

2 has been
used.

At this stage, by working out analytically these two sets of
BFB and unitarity constraints, we can reduce them to a more
compact system where the allowed ranges for the λ’s are
easily identified. One can obtain a necessary domain for λ, λb
that does not depend on λa , by considering simultaneously
Eqs. (51–53) together with Eq. (48),

0 ≤ λ ≤ 2κ

3
π (54)
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Table 1 The CP-even neutral Higgs couplings to fermions and gauge
bosons in the HTM0 relative to the SM Higgs couplings. α and θ±
are the mixing angles respectively in the CP-even and charged Higgs
sectors

H gH f f gHWW gHZ Z

h0 cα/cθ± cθ±cα − 2sθ±sα cθ±cα

H0 −sα/cθ± −cθ±sα − 2sθ±cα −cθ±sα

0 ≤ λb ≤ κ

5
π (55)

|λa | ≤
√

5

2

(
λ − 2

3
κπ

)(
λb − κ

5
π

)
(56)

We stress here that the above constraints define the largest
possible domain for λ, λb for any set of allowed values of
λa . -Note also that, by using Eqs. (54–55), one can rewrite
Eq. (53) under the simple form, given by Eq. (56), where the
dependence on λa has been explicitly separated from that on
λ, λb.

The reduced couplings gH f f and gHVV of the Higgs
bosons to fermions and W bosons are given in Table 1,
while the trilinear couplings to charged Higgs bosons can be
extracted from the Lagrangian as L = gHH±H∓HH+H− +
gZH±H∓ Z(∂μH+)H−+· · · . We will use the reduced HTM0
trilinear coupling of H and Z to H± given by:

gZH+H− = e

2 sw cw

(1 − 2 c2
w) s2

θ±

g̃HH+H− = − sw
e

mW

m2
H+

gHH+H− (57)

where e is the electron charge, sW the sinus of the weak
mixing angle, and mW the mass of the gauge boson W .

The trilinear coupling gh0H+H− for the light CP-even
Higgs boson is given by:

gh0H+H− = −1

2

{
cα (−2 cθ± sθ± μ + 2 λa c

2
θ± vd + λ s2

θ± vd)

+sα (4 λb c
2
θ± vt + s2

θ±(μ + 2λavt ))

}
(58)

The couplings for the heavy Higgs boson are obtained from
the previous ones by simple substitutions gH0H+H− =
gh0H+H−[cα → −sα, sα → cα].

3 Veltman conditions

To derive the Veltman conditions (VC), one just has to collect
the quadratic divergencies [29]. There are various ways to do
that, and to be on a safer side, we use the dimensional reg-
ularisation because this procedure ensures gauge as well as
Lorentz invariances. To work out these quadratic divergen-
cies, we follow exactly the procedure of calculations used in

our previous work on the Higgs Triplet Model with hyper-
charge Y = 2 [11]. Moreover, it is worth to note that the
main difference with [11] is the absence of the CP odd neutral
Higgs A0 and the doubly charged Higgs H±±, from HTM0
spectrum. Also we have calculated the quadratic divergencies
of the CP-neutral Higgs H0 andh0 tadpoles in a general linear
Rξ gauge respectively, leading to results which are indepen-
dent of the ξ parameters but depending on the model mixing
angles. As noted in [11], it is more convenient to combine
these two results to get the tadpoles quadratic divergencies
of the real neutral components of the doublet (h1) and triplet
(h2) which are free of any mixing angles. After their VEV
shifts, one finds, for the doublet:

Td = vd

(
− 2Tr(In)Σ f

m2
f

v2
d

+ 3(λ + λa) + 2
m2

W

v2
sm

(
1

c2
w

+ 2

) )

where Tr(In) is the trace of the n-dimensional identity Dirac
matrix, that is 2

n
2 = 2 in our case.

For the triplet, one gets:

Tt = vt

(
8
m2

W

v2
sm

+ 2λa + 5λb

)

In the above expressions, we used the following simplified

notations: cw = cos θW and vsm =
√

v2
d + v2

t .
Notice that the quadratic divergencies of the Standard

Model are easily recovered in Td when the λ1 and λ4 cou-
plings vanish, implying λa = 0.

Now to proceed with the implementation of the two VC’s
in the parameter space and the subsequent scans, we usually
assume that the deviations δTt and δTd should not exceed the
Higgs mass scale. In our analysis, we will allow them to vary
within the reduced conservative range from 0.1 to 10 GeV.
In addition to the theoretical constraints shown in Eqs. 49–53,
namely the unitarity, BFB and Rγ γ from LHC measurements,
if the supplementary VC constraints are imposed as well, we
see that the allowed region of the parameter space dramat-
ically reduces and its extent depends on the value given to
the deviation δT . This salient feature is illustrated in Fig. 1,
which exhibits the allowed domain in the (λa, λb) plan. Our
analysis shows that naturalness constraint is stronger than the
other theoretical conditions and that deviations δT should be
larger than 3 GeV in order to keep a viable model. More-
over, taken those constraints together, one might see that λa
will be restricted around ∼ 1.2, irrespectively of the value
given to the vev vt . Indeed the same trends described above
are reproduced when varying the triplet vev, though the λa is
somehow freezer out.

Given the above discussed feature, in the next section, our
phenomenological analysis will be performed within larger
regions of parameter space that omit the VC constraints.
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Fig. 1 The allowed region in (λa, λb) for two values of δT = 5, 10.
Color codes are as follows, orange: excluded by Unitarity constraints.
Red: excluded by Unitarity & BFB constraints. Blue: excluded by
Unitarity & BFB & VC constraints. The green area represents the

ALLOWED region of the parameter space obeying to all theoretical
constraints. Our inputs are: λ = 0.52, −5 ≤ λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5 ≤ 5,
vt = 1 GeV and 2 ≤ μ ≤ 5 (GeV)

4 Results and discussions

Since HTM0 spectrum contains two CP even Higgs boson h0

and H0, either h0 or H0 can be identified as the observed SM-
like boson with mass ≈ 125GeV. Therefore, we are facing
two choices: M0

h ≈ 125 and M0
h ≤ M0

H , or M0
H ≈ 125

and M0
h ≤ M0

H . For the former scenario, the mixing angle
limit must verify cos α ≥ 0.96, whereas when H0 mimics
the observed boson cos α tends to a tiny value, so to keep
consistency with the experimental data, we imposed sin α ≥
0.96. The third scenario considered in this paper is when both
Higgs bosons are mass degenerate, M0

h ≈ M0
H .

For evaluating the branching ratios we have taken into
account the leading perturbative QCD corrections to the two
CP-even Higgs decays into hadronic two-body final states.
For the Higgs to diphoton and photon+Z gauge boson signal
strengths, Rγ γ and RZγ , we use the definition adopted in
[36],

Rγ γ (Zγ )(φ) = Γ HTM
φ→ gg × BRHTM

φ→γ γ (Zγ )

Γ SM
H→ gg × BRSM

H→γ γ (Zγ )

(59)

The relevant ratios for the other channels bb̄, τ+τ−, W+W−
and Z Z are defined in a similar way. For the constraints and
bounds from their corresponding signal strength measure-
ments, we require agreement with the ATLAS and CMS at

least at 1σ [see Appendix C for compilation of these sig-
nal strengths (Table 2)]. Our analyse shows that their ratios
remain compatible with respect to its SM values since their
H couplings are almost ≈ 1.

Also, It should also be noted that for the CP-even Higgs
decays to final states with b quarks, the QCD corrections
up to three-loops have been included in their partial decay
widths [30,31],

ΓH→qq̄ = 3GFmH
4
√

2π
m̄2

q(mH)CH
qq ΔQCD (60)

where

ΔQCD =
(

1 + 5.67
αs(mH)

π
+ (35.94 − 1.36NF )

α2
s (mH)

π2

+(164.14 − 25.77NF + 0.259N 2
F )

α3
s (mH)

π3

)
(61)

For each benchmark scenario, we investigate the allowed
parameters space by the 1σ limit of the current Higgs data
after run-II in the gg → H → γ γ channel, reported
by ATLAS μγγ = 0.85+0.22

−0.20 [32–34] and CMS μγγ =
1.11+0.19

−0.18 [35], which are consistent with the Standard Model
expectation either for ATLAS or for CMS at 1σ . It is worth
noting that the errors reported here are smaller than those
reported at 7 ⊕ 8 TeV.
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Fig. 2 Higgs bosons masses as
a function of μ parameter in the
HTM0. We take as inputs
λ = 0.52, −1 ≤ λa ≤ 1,
λb = 1, vt = 1 GeV and
0.1 ≤ μ ≤ 25 (GeV)

Fig. 3 Rγ γ (h0) variation in the (μ, vt ) plane (left), H0 and H± Higgs bosons masses as a function of μ (middle) and of vt (right). Inputs are:
λ ≈ 0.52 (mh0 ≈ 125 GeV), |λa | ≤ 1.5, |λb| ≤ 1, 10−2 ≤ μ ≤ 25 (GeV) and 10−2 ≤ vt ≤ 3 (GeV)

4.1 h0 SM-like

Figure 3 displays the allowed region in the (vt , μ), (μ,mH0)

and (μ,mH±) planes, where h0 is chosen to be SM-like. It is
interesting to note that significant amount of parameter space
is allowed once we impose either theoretical or experimental
constraints, even for small nonzero value of vt and μ.

In order to establish in this case the branching ratios of
the heaviest CP even neutral Higgs boson, we present in
Fig. 4 (right) the decay branching fractions of the heavier
Higgs boson H0 in the HTM0, for a benchmark point where
λa = −1. We see that for 200 GeV < mH0 < 250 GeV, the
dominant decay channels are the H0 → Z Z and W+W−
decay modes, whereas h0h0 is off-shell and consequently
its corresponding ratio gets a tiny values of order of 1%,
regardless of what λa can be. Once h0h0 threshold takes
place, this channel becomes predominant for negative λa ,
with the ratio Rγ γ (h0) almost equal to its standard value,
and 250 ≤ mH0 < 450 (GeV). This feature persists even
when t t̄ threshold is reached at mH0 > 350 GeV.

According to Eq. 59, we display the deficit of Rγ γ (h0)

in the left panel of Fig. 5 as a function of H± mass for
various values of λa and with mH0 ≥ 140 GeV. As it can
be seen, a mass about 255 GeV and above is allowed for
H± within +1σ of ATLAS value for λa = −1.4. Once λa
increases, this lower bound decreases consistently to reach
its lowest value around ∼ 197 GeV, given λa > −0.5. This
situation is exactly the opposite for CMS, where only the
range 200 ≤ mH± ≤ 250 (GeV) is excluded for λa = 1.4.
Besides, Rγ γ (h0) tends towards its standard value for λa �=
0, and to 1 for large mH± whatever the variation of λa .

In this scenario, the anti-correlation between Rγ γ (h0)

and Rγ Z (h0) is displayed in the left panel of Fig. 5, tak-
ing into account the experimental data at 1σ . At first sight,
the Rγ Z (h0) deviation is almost nul relatively to its standard
value, and contrary to what has been claimed in [19], Rγ γ (h0)

and Rγ Z (h0) are always anti-correlated, independently of λa
sign.
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Fig. 4 BR(H0 → h0h0) variation in the (Rγ γ (h0), λa) plane taking into account ATLAS result at 1σ , with the following inputs: λ ≈ 0.52,
|λa | ≤ 1.5, λb = 1, 5 ≤ μ ≤ 25 (GeV) and vt = 1 GeV (left). The BR(H0) as a function of mH0 for a benchmark point where λa = −1 (right)

Fig. 5 Rγ γ (h0) as a function of mH± for various values of λa (left). Correlation between Rγ γ (h0) and Rγ Z (h0) for various of λa (right). We take
as inputs: λ ≈ 0.52, 2.5 ≤ μ ≤ 15 (GeV) (mh0 ≈ 125 GeV), λb = 1 and vt = 1 GeV

4.2 H0 SM-like invisible decays

This section investigates the possible existence of a scalar
state h0 lighter than H0, with M0

H ≈ 125. Such a scenario
has attracted attention within a plethora of theoretical frame-
works dealing with new physics beyond standard model ,
particularly those considering enlargement of the Higgs sec-
tor of the SM via doublet or triplet fields [37–40]. However,
to our knowledge, it has not been addressed yet in the HTM0.

The Fig. 6 displays the dependence of light and charge
Higgs bosons masses on μ and vt parameters when the heav-
ier CP-even state H0 is identified to the SM-like Higgs boson.
At first glance, the default values of these parameters for a

given region where mh0 ≤ mH0

2 should not be of the same
order of magnitude, indeed, to fulfil such situation, we request
vt to be equal or slightly higher than 1 GeV for a given
μ below 1 GeV. As a results, the parameter space is quite
restricted offering many new interesting features. Indeed, the
charged Higgs is very light with an upper bound on its mass
about 180 GeV, as can been seen from Eq. (11). Moreover,
for such small values of μ, the lightest CP-even state h0 is
mostly dominated by a triplet component and is typically
light as can be deduced from Eqs. (22–26). Thus, in this
scenario the LEP constraints apply to h0 Higgs. At LEP col-
liders, the Higgs was searched for essentially in the channel
e+e− → h0Z → bbZ in association with Z boson. From
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Fig. 6 mh0 (left) and mH± (right) dependences on vt (upper panel) and μ (lower panel). Input parameters are: λ ≈ 0.52 (mH0 ≈ 125 GeV),
|λa | ≤ 1.5, 0 ≤ λb ≤ 1, 10−2 ≤ μ ≤ 10 (GeV) and 10−2 ≤ vt ≤ 3 (GeV)

the combined data collected by the LEP experiments, a lower
limit on the Higgs mass has been established, mh > 114.4
GeV, as well as a set of upper bounds on the Higgs coupling
to Z boson [41,42]. Hence from these LEP results, one can
figure out which region of the parameter space which would
be allowed (or excluded). In HTM0 model, the coupling of
the lightest Higgs to Z boson coupling h0Z Z , which is pro-
portional to cα = cosα ≈ 0, is heavily suppressed with
respect to that of the SM [37]. Hence, the hZ cross section is
drastically reduced and the h0 Higgs may have a mass below
the 114.4 limit, while still being in agreement with the LEP
constraints.

It is worth to notice that, according to Eq. (30), the mass
of the heavier CP-even state H0 matches the observed value
mH0 ≈ 125 GeV, if the coupling λ is approximately set to

the value λ ≈ 0.52. Such scenario offers a particularly rich
phenomenology. Our analysis will focus on two interesting

Higgs to Higgs decays, namely: H0 → h0h0(∗)
, H±H±(∗).

These invisible Higgs decay channels might become kine-
matically favoured with significant branching ratios for cer-
tain regions of the HTM0 parameter space. Indeed, again
as |sα| ≈ 1, cα ≈ 0 in these regions, the h0h0H0 and
H±H±H0 couplings reduce to,

gh0h0H0 = gH±H±H0 � λavd + O(vt ) (62)

Then, we plot in Fig. 7 the branching ratios of the H0

decays into bb̄, cc̄, W+W− Z Z , and into the invisible decay
modes h0h0 and H±H∓. We clearly see that the branch-
ing ratios into h0h0 and H±H∓ become dominant for non-
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Fig. 7 Branching ratio of H0 → bb̄, cc̄, τ+τ−, W+W−, Z Z , h0h0

and H±H∓ as a function of λa . Our inputs are λ ≈ 0.52, λb = 1,
vt = 1 GeV and 0.1 ≤ μ ≤ 0.52 (GeV) (mH0 ≈ 125 GeV)

vanishing values of |λa |, as can be seen from Eq. (62) where
the corresponding couplings get substancially large values.
However, once λa approaches zero, these decay channels
fade away.

By the following, we fix vt = 1 GeV and λb = 1, we
present in Fig. 8 the branching ratios for H0 → h0h0 and
H0 → H± H∓. From the left panel, we can see that decay
into h0h0 gets sizeable values for values of the μ parameter
larger than 0.15 GeV (mh0 ≈ 35 GeV), reaching up to 7%
whenmh0 is around 45–50 GeV. When μ becomes larger than
0.26 GeV (mh0 ≈ 45 GeV), this ratio decreases slightly but
still remains relatively important, and never falls below 6%.
Furthermore, for mh0 ≈ 60 ∼ 65 GeV, it raises to reach 7%
again.

The situation is quite different for the BR(H0 → H±H±)

as illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 8. This ratio tends to
its maximal value, ≈ 2.7%, for very tiny μ about ≈ 0.1
GeV, corresponding to small values of mH± ≈ 39 GeV, and
decreases inversely when μ increases up to the value μ ≈
0.26 GeV. In contrast to the decay into h0h0, beyond this
value, the branching ratio is almost vanishing.

From the left side of Fig. 9, the ratio Rγ γ (H0) reaches
its SM-like value for λa ≈ 0 and for the charged Higgs
mass in the range 40–160 GeV, while an excess up to 20%
can be achieved for negative values of λa . If ATLAS/CMS
exclusions data at 1σ , is taken into account, then this excess
is largely reduced to less than 10%. As a byproduct, this
analysis sets up a lower limit on themH± of order ∼ 115 GeV
(for λa = −0.2). In addition, Rγ γ (H0) remains below it SM
value when λa > 0, even for mH± above this lower value.

At last, we study correlation of Rγ γ (H0) with Rγ Z (H0) in
this scenario. Unlike the h0 SM-like case, one can see from
the right panel of Fig. 9 that these observables are correlated
for λa < 0 or anti-correlated for λa > 0 with a predicted
charged Higgs mass in the range [130–160] or [110–160]
GeV respectively.

4.3 Degenerate case: mH0 ≈ mh0 ≈ 125 GeV

In this subsection, we consider the CP-even neutral Higgs
bosons h0 and H0 with nearly degenerate mass. This scenario
has recently attracted attention and been taken seriously in
many SM extensions [10,43–45]. Here we would like to ask
to what extent this survives in HTM0 in light of LHC data at
13 TeV. In other words, we probe the region of the parame-
ter space where the twin Higgs decays into diphoton Higgs
with branching ratio (or signal strength Rγ γ ) consistent with
ATLAS and CMS data. A first analysis has been performed in
[19]. This analysis used an intriguing and unjustified hypoth-
esis considering the charged Higgs mass equals to the neutral
ones. In this model, this possibility is excluded by theoretical
constraint as we will show shortly. But first, we will demon-
strate that the parameter space is restricted further by an addi-
tional constraint, induced by the Higgs mass degeneracy, and
leading to a severe control of the potential parameters.

The two eigenvalues m± (with m− = m2
h0 < m+ =

m2
H0 ), representing the squared masses of h0 and H0, are:

m± = A + C ± √
(A − C)2 + 4B2

2
. (63)

Then

m+ − m− = (mH0 − mh0)(mH0 + mh0)

≈ (mH0 − mh0)2Mex = 2MexΔM.

where ΔM , the difference of masses between the two neu-
tral Higgs H0 and h0 is set to about 1 GeV, correspond-
ing to the detector inability to resolve two nearly Higgs
signals, and Mex is the experimental Higgs boson mass
≈ 125 GeV. Taking into account these considerations one
gets

√
(A − C)2 + 4B2 ≤ 2MexΔM , that obviously leads to

two constraints: |B| ≤ MexΔM and |A − C | ≤ 2 MexΔM .
The first constraint reads as:

|2 λa vt − μ| ≤ 2
√

2
MexΔM

vd
, (64)

while, for small ratio of the two vevs vt
vd

, the second constraint
reduces to,

|4 λ vt − μ| ≤ 8 vt

vd

2 MexΔM

vd
, (65)
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Fig. 8 The branching ratios for H0 → h0h0 (left) and H0 → H± H∓ (right) as a function of μ. The Higgs masses, mh0 and mH± , are considered
in the ranges represented by the color codes. Our inputs are: λ ≈ 0.52, 10−2 ≤ μ ≤ 0.55 (GeV), mH0 ≈ 125 GeV, |λa | ≤ 1.5, λb = 1, and vt = 1
(GeV)

Fig. 9 (Left): Rγ γ (H0) as a
function of mH± for various
values of λa . (Right):
correlation between Rγ γ (H0)

and Rγ Z (H0) for various of λa .
Our inputs are: λ ≈ 0.52,
0.5 ≤ μ ≤ 1.6 (GeV)
(mH0 ≈ 125 GeV), λb = 1 and
vt = 1 GeV

Since the ratio 2 MexΔM
vd

is about 1 GeV, these two relations

simplify to |2 λa vt −μ| ≤ √
2 GeV and

μ

λ
≈ 4 vt , providing

strict bounds to the three potential parameters μ, λ and λa ,
hence severely reducing the allowed regions in the parameter
space, as it is illustrated in Fig. 10. This feature has a dramatic
effect on the discrepancy between the neutral and charged
Higgs masses as can be seen from Fig. 2. In such figure, the
Higgs bosons masse behaviours are plotted as a function of
the μ parameter; these values satisfy the above resulting rela-
tion in the degenerate case. The seemingly constant m2

h0 for

μ > μc and constant m2
H0 for μ < μc are clearly achieved

around the critical value μc ≈ 2.1 GeV. Contrary to what
one might think, if we take the Higgs bosons masses as inputs
[19], such a situation matches a splitting between the charged

Higgs boson mass and the H (= h0 = H0) degenerate state
mass in the range of Δm = mH± − mH ≈ 51 GeV.

Hereafter we define the diphoton signal strength Rγ γ by
the following quantity,

Rγ γ = Rγ γ (h0) + Rγ γ (H0) (66)

and similarly Rγ Z is introduced. In this scenario, the charged
Higgs boson loops are included with the gHww, gH f̄ f cou-
plings given by Table 1.

Figure 11 illustrates the HTM0 degenerate case effect on
Rγ γ . Similarly to the previous scenarios, we fix λ ∼ 0.518
and scan over λa , λb, μ and vt , with the Higgs masses given
by Eqs. 63, 64 and 65. In the left panel, we show the scatter
plot for the mixing angle α in the (Rγ γ , vt ) plane. Again we
see that small but no zero values below 0.5 are favoured for
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Fig. 10 The allowed regions in (λa, λb) for δT = 10 in the degenerate
case. Color codes are as follows, orange: Excluded By Unitarity Con-
straints. Red: excluded by unitarity+BFB constraints. Blue: excluded

by Unitarity+BFB &
μ

λ
≈ 4 vt constraints. Yellow: Excluded by Uni-

tarity+BFB & Td ≈ δT ∧ Tt ≈ δT &
μ

λ
≈ 4 vt constraints. That shows

only the green area obeys ALL constraints. Our inputs are λ = 0.52,
−5 ≤ λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5 ≤ 5, 10−3 ≤ vt ≤ 3 (GeV) and 10−3 ≤ μ ≤ 5
(GeV)

the triplet vev vt to achieve the standard limit, corresponding
to sin α ∼ 0.55–0.65. Equally, as set out from its dependence
on vt in this scenario, the μ parameter takes a tiny values. In

Fig. 12 Rγ γ and Rγ Z correlation in the degenerate case for various
λa . Inputs are the same as in Fig. 11, except for λa

the right panel, we show the variation of Rγ γ a function of
μ and vt within 1σ of ATLAS/CMS measurements.

Finally, we display in Fig. 12, we have plotted Rγ γ versus
Rγ Z in mass degenerate scenario for various values of λa .
From this plot one can see that the correlation is always posi-
tive whatever the value of λa . We also note that no noticeable
enhancement can be achieved, since most part of the param-
eter space is drastically constrained by a constant charged
Higgs mass at aboutmH± ∼ 176 GeV, as shown form Fig. 2,
which concurs with the results predicted in [10].

Fig. 11 Left: Scatter plot for sin α in the plan (Rγ γ , vt ) with 10−3 ≤ μ ≤ 5 (GeV). Right: Rγ γ as function of vt , where the palette shows the size
of μ
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed some features of the Higgs
triplet model with null hypercharge (HTM0), an extension
of the SM with a larger scalar sector. First, we have shown
that the parameter space of HTM0 generally constrained by
unitarity and boundedness from below, is severely reduced
when the modified Veltman conditions are imposed. Then,
we have investigated some Higgs decays, including Higgs
to Higgs decays, in light of LHC data, either when h0 is the
SM-like Higgs or when the heaviest neutral Higgs H0 is iden-
tified to the 125 observed GeV Higgs. In addition, we have
analysed the degenerate scenario and shown that LHC sig-
nal strengths favours a light charged Higgs mass about 176–
178 GeV. Finally, we have pointed out some discrepancies
with previous analysis, regarding the correlations between
the diphoton Higgs decay mode and H → Zγ mode.
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Appendix A: Unitarity constraints

By exploring the HTM0 model, we can show that the full
set of 2-body scalar scattering processes leads to a 19 × 19
S-matrix with 5 block of submatrices corresponding to mutu-
ally unmixed sets of channels with definite charge and CP
states. Hence one gets the following submatrix dimensions,
structured in terms of net electric charge in the initial/final
states: S(1)(4×4), S(2)(5×5) and S(3)(1×1), corresponding
to 0-charge channels, S(4)(6 × 6) for the 1-charge channels,
and S(5)(3 × 3) corresponding to the 2-charge channel.

In principle, by using the unitarity equation, one can derive
the unitarity constraint on each component of the S-matrix.
Thus the usual unitarity bound on partial wave amplitudes
would apply to the eigenvalues of the submatrices, encoding
indirectly the bounds on all the components T̃ (n) of the T-
matrix, defined as Mn ≡ i T̃ (n), with n = 1, . . . , 5.

We present hereafter the resulting submatrices whose
entries correspond to the quartic couplings that mediate the
2 → 2 scalar processes. By writing the neutral components
in the fields as: φ0 = 1√

2
(vd + h1 + i z1) and δ0 = vt + h2 ,

the first submatrix M1 corresponds to scattering whose ini-
tial and final states are one of the following: (φ+δ−,δ+φ−,
h2z1, h1h2). We have to write out the full matrix, one finds,

M1 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

λa 0 0 0
0 λa 0 0
0 0 λa 0
0 0 0 λa

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ (67)

The second submatrix M2 corresponds to scattering with
one of the following initial and final states: (φ+φ−, δ+δ−,
h1h1√

2
, h2h2√

2
, z1z1√

2
), where the

√
2 accounts for identical particle

statistics. From a straightforward calculation, one finds that
M2 reads as:

M2 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

λ λa
λ

2
√

2

λa√
2

λ

2
√

2

λa 4λb
λa√

2

√
2 λb

λa√
2

λ

2
√

2

λa√
2

3λ

4

λa

2

λ

4
λa√

2

√
2 λb

λa

2
3 λb

λa

2
λ

2
√

2

λa√
2

λ

4

λa

2

3λ

4

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(68)

Despite its apparently complicated structure, the seven eigen-
values of M2 can be easily determined. At last, for the 0-
charge 2 → 2 processus, there is just one state h1z1 leading
to M3 = λ/2

On the other hand, the 1-charge channels occur for two-
by-two body scattering between the charged states (h1φ

+,
z1φ

+, h2φ
+, h1δ

+, z1δ
+, h2δ

+). The 6 × 6 submatrix M4

obtained from the above scattering processes is given by:

M4 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

λ

2
0 0 0 0 0

0
λ

2
0 0 0 0

0 0 λa 0 0 0
0 0 0 λa 0 0
0 0 0 0 λa 0
0 0 0 0 0 2λb

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(69)

while the fifth submatrix M5 corresponds to scattering with
initial and final states being one of the following 3 sates:

(
φ+φ+√

2
, δ

+δ+√
2

,δ+φ+). It reads,

M5 =
⎛
⎜⎝

λ

2
0 0

0 2λb 0
0 0 λa

⎞
⎟⎠ (70)

From the usual expansion in terms of partial-wave ampli-
tudes aJ , we write, following our notations,

M(k f ) = i T̃k f = 16iπ
∑
J≥0

(2J +1) a(k f )
J (s) PJ (cos θ) (71)
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where k and f run over all possible initial and final states
of the above 19-state basis and the PJ ’s are the Legendre
polynomials. Since we only consider the leading high energy
contributions for each channel, all the partial waves with
J �= 0 vanish,except one:

a(k f )
0 = − i

16π
M(k f ) (72)

The S-matrix unitarity constraint for elastic scattering,
|a(kk)

0 | ≤ 1 or alternatively |Re(a(kk)
0 )| ≤ 1

2 , translates
through Eq. (72) directly to all the eigenvalues of the subma-
trices we determined above.

Appendix B: Feynman Rules for tadpoles

In this appendix, we list the couplings used to calculate the
tadpoles of the two neutral CP-even Higgs h0 and H0 as
explained in [11].

We note cFi F̄i (CFi F̄i
) the couplings to the Higgs h0 (H0)

where Fi stands for any quantum field of the HTM0: scalar
and vectorial bosons, fermions, Goldstone fields Gi and
Faddeev-Popov ghost fields ηi . Because the field Fi fixes
the propagator, we also list the values ti (Ti ) of the loop due
to the propagator of the Fi particle which gain a factor 2 in
case of charged fields, and the symmetry factor si .

c1 ≡ ch0h0 = −3i

2
(λvdc

3
α + 2λavdcαs

2
α + 4λbvt s

3
α

+(−μ + 2 λavt )c
2
αsα),

C1 ≡ CH0H0 = 3i

2
(λvds

3
α + 2λavdsαc

2
α − 4λbvt c

3
α

−(−μ + 2 λavt )s
2
αcα),

t1 = i A0(m
2
h0

),

T1 = i A0(m
2
H0

),

s1 = 1

2
, (73)

c2 ≡ cG0G0 = − i

2
(−μsα + λvdcα + 2λasαvt ),

C2 ≡ CG0G0 = + i

2
(μcα + λvdsα − 2λacαvt ),

t2 = T2 = i A0(ξZm
2
Z ),

s2 = 1

2
, (74)

c3 ≡ cG+G− = − i

2
(2 μcαcθ±sθ± + (μsα + λvdcα

+2λavt sα)c2
θ± + 2(λvdcα + 2λbvt sα)s2

θ±),

C3 ≡ CG+G− = − i

2
(−(2μcθ±sθ± + λvdc

2
θ± + 2λavds

2
θ±) sα

+(4λbs
2
θ±vt + 2λavt c

2
θ± + μc2

θ±) cα),

t3 = T3 = 2 × i A0(ξWm2
W ),

s3 = 1

2
, (75)

c4 ≡ cH0H0 = − i

2
(2λac

3
αvd + (3λ − 4λa)cαs

2
αvd

−(μ − 2λavt )s
3
α + 2c2

αsα(μ − 2(λa − 3λb)vt ))

C4 ≡ Ch0h0 = − i

2
(−2λas

3
αvd − (3λ − 4λa)sαc

2
αvd

−(μ − 2λavt )c
3
α + 2s2

αcα(μ − 2(λa − 3λb)vt ))

t4 = i A0(m
2
H0

),

T4 = i A0(m
2
h0

),

s4 = 1

2
, (76)

c5 ≡ cH+H− = − i

2
((−2μcθ±sθ± + 2λac

2
θ±vd + λs2

θ±vd)cα

+(4λbc
2
θ±vt + (μ + 2λavt )s

2
θ±)sα)

C5 ≡ CH+H− = − i

2
(2μcθ±sθ±sα + (μcα − λvdsα

+2λavt cα)s2
θ± + 2(−λavdsα + 2λbvt cα)c2

θ±)

t5 = T5 = 2 × i A0(m
2
H±),

s5 = 1

2
, (77)

c6 ≡ cZ Z = iemWcαcθ±/(c2
wsw),

C6 ≡ CZZ = −iemWcθ±sα/(c2
wsw),

t6 = T6 = −i((n − 1)A0(m
2
Z ) + ξZ A0(ξZm

2
Z ),

s6 = 1

2
, (78)

c7 ≡ cW+W− = iemW (cαcθ± − 2sαsθ±)/sw,

C7 ≡ CW+W− = −iemW (cθ±sα − 2cαsθ±)/sw,

t7 = T7 = 2 × (−i((n − 1)A0(m
2
W ) + ξW A0(ξWm2

W )),

s7 = 1

2
, (79)

c8 ≡ c f f̄ = −i

2
e(cα/cθ±)m f /(mWsw),

C8 ≡ C f f̄ = i

2
e(sα/cθ±)m f /mWsw),

t8 = T8 = im f A0(m
2
f )Tr(In),

s8 = 1, (80)

c9 ≡ cηZ η̄Z = −i

2
emW (cαcθ±)ξZ )/(c2

wsw),

C9 ≡ CηZ η̄Z = i

2
emW (cθ±sα)ξZ/(c2

wsw),

t9 = T9 = i A0(ξZm
2
Z ),

s9 = 1, (81)

c10 ≡ cη±η̄± = −i

2
emW (cαcθ± − 2sαsθ±)ξW /sw,

C10 ≡ Cη±η̄± = i

2
emW (cθ±sα − 2cαsθ±)ξW /sw,

t10 = T10 = 2 × i A0(ξWm2
W ),

s10 = 1, (82)
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Table 2 The Higgs signal
strengths in various production
and decay channels measured by
ATLAS and CMS at LHC Run 2
(
√
s = 13 TeV)

Decay channel Production Mode ATLAS CMS

γ γ ggF 0.62+0.30
−0.29 [46] 0.77+0.25

−0.23 [47]

V BF 2.25+0.75
−0.75 [46] 1.61+0.90

−0.80 [47]

Z Z ggF 1.34+0.39
−0.33 [46] 0.96+0.40

−0.33 [48]

V BF 3.8+2.8
−2.2 [46] 0.67+1.61

−0.67 [48]

bb̄ ggF − −
V BF −3.9+2.8

−2.9 [49] −3.7+2.4
−2.5 [50]

Appendix C: Higgs signal strengths

Here we collect the Higgs signal strength measurements cor-
responding to various Higgs boson production modes and
Higgs decay channels.

For the τ−τ+ and W+W− channels, we used the com-
bined results at LHC Run 1 [51–53], whereas the Higgs to
diphoton signal strength at 13 TeV [54] was considered to
control the variation of the previously defined observable
Rγ γ (Table 2).
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